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1.

Opening and greetings

(Applause)
Katarina: Welcome everyone to this Link Up! As you know, it is a global family meeting
again! Today, we have an anniversary to celebrate: Anna Maria and Danilo Zanzucchi are
celebrating their 65th wedding anniversary. Congratulations! (Applause) Anna Maria and
Danilo are among the first couples who followed Chiara, leaving their work and city, with
their five children, and making themselves available for the Focolare Movement. And how
much fruit there has been among families around the world!
Cyril: We are happy to celebrate your anniversary with the families here from various
parts of the world who are at the Loreto School in Loppiano… And also with the families
who came for this Link Up from Casoria, near Naples. (Applause)
Katarina: Will you say a few words, Anna Maria and Danilo?
Anna Maria: I think we must thank everyone because love circulated amongst us. Chiara
gave us this grace to understand that God is Love and that we can love and this gave new
life to all our families, a huge thank you, truly. Thanks to everyone.
Katarina: Thank you and our best wishes. (Applause)
We are Katarina and Cyril from Slovakia. We have been married for 18 years and
have 3 children. The eldest, Elena is now at the Gen 3 Congress and we will greet them
son. Lukas and Tomas are here with us. I teach languages and work as an interpreter.
Cyril: I am a Catholic priest of the Byzantine Rite. In our Oriental tradition, in fact from
the beginning of Christianity, married men can be ordained as priests. Recently our bishop
made it possible for us to come here to work at the Centre of the Movement, and so we
moved here with all the family for 4 years.
Now we want to sing you a short hymn from the Byzantine liturgy characteristic of
Eastertide. The hymn we will sing in the paleoslavic language says: “Christ is Risen, he has
conquered death and to all those who were in their tombs he gave the grace of life”.
(Katarina and Cyril sing and say an Easter greeting – applause)
Cyril: We are now going to be linked up with the Mariapolis Centre at Castel Gandolfo,
where during these few days 700 boys and girls, the Gen3 from Italy, are meeting. We
should already see them on the screen. Let’s see if they are there. There they are! Hello!
How is your Congress going? What are your plans?
Luigi: Welcome, welcome to this fantastic place where we are meeting for four days. We
greet you all very warmly, wherever you are seeing us from in the world. There are many
of us and let’s see some of the places we come from. Tell us your name and where you’re
from.
Sophie: I’m Sophie, from the Valle d'Aosta. (Applause)
Simone: I’m Simone, from Sicily. (Applause)
Silvia: I’m Silvia, from Piedmont. (Applause)
Stefano: I’m Stefano, from Sicily. (Applause)
Luigi: Instead, I’m Luigi, from the Castelli Romani. (Applause)
Agnese: And I’m Agnese, from Viterbo. (Applause)
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Luigi: We want to tell you what we are doing at this meeting.
Agnese: The question we are asking at the moment is: 1943-2018, times have changed
but is the Ideal the same? Chiara Lubich and her first companions lived an Ideal inspired
by the Gospel and by Ideal we mean a genuine way of living. We want to contemporise
their lifestyle to today’s world by looking at subjects that affect our everyday lives, like
affectivity, cyber bullying and active citizenship.
Luigi: Talking about these subjects will help us understand how we can live our lives as
Gen 3 in our day, putting other people at the centre and putting into practice the Golden
Rule.
Agnese: On May 1st we will all go to Loppiano, in Tuscany, for the Italian Genfest.
Luigi: Bye everyone!
Agnese: Bye! (Applause)
Cyril: You’ve given us the opportunity to greet other young people who are about to
hold Genfests in different countries… Apart from the one in Italy, that you mentioned,
one is taking place today in the south of Brazil and then in Portugal. At the moment we
know about 30 Genfests taking place as well as the one in Manila, in the Philippines.
We invite you to send us messages and impressions via WhatsApp to this number:
0039 3406120328, which you can see on the screen, or write to the following address:
collegamentoch@focolare.org or go to the Facebook page: CollegamentoCH.
Katarina:
There is also a group of focolarine and focolarini here from Loppiano,
where Pope Francis is going on 10th May. I see you come from Asia, where are you from
and what is your name?
Liberata: My name is Liberata and I come from Korea.
Katarina: How are you preparing? W what kind of atmosphere is there at Loppiano?
Liberata: We are intensifying mutual love and the life of the Word of the Gospel, telling one
another our experiences. We are very happy. Greetings from all of us at Loppiano.
Katarina: Great, thanks! So it is about life. (Applause) We will all be with you over the coming

days and especially on 10th May
2. Belfast, Northern Ireland: Going beyond the invisible walls
Cyril: So now we will start our travels around the world. We will hear stories and see
situations that are very different, but all of them are linked by the commitment to build
peace and a sense of family. Peace is not simply the absence of war. Last time we went to
Colombia and saw the peace efforts in that country which is coming out of a long civil
war. This time, we are getting to know Northern Ireland, marked by a painful conflict due
to the division between unionists, mostly protestant and republicans, mostly Catholic.
Katarina: 20 years ago, on the 10th April 1998, the peace agreement was signed known
as the Belfast or Good Friday Agreement between the various factions, the United
Kingdom Government and the Irish Government. It was one of the most significant steps
towards peace in Northern Ireland and set in motion a process of reconciliation in which
various organisations are working. We went to see what the situation is like today.
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(Music)
Stefania Tanesini (in Italian): We are in the city of Belfast in Northern Ireland and it is 9 in
the morning. We are about to leave the Catholic area. On the other side of this gate is the
protestant area of the city. The wall dividing them is still here. This gate is still closed, it is
closed every evening and opens every morning, 20 years after the signing of the peace
agreement in 1998, a sign that these two communities still live apart.
Brian Rowan, journalist (in English): I spent weeks, months, years of my life going from
one incident to the next where someone was dead, or someone was injured.
Manuel McGivern (in English): When I was 17 in 1973 where I lived – west Belfast, it was a
very strong republican area. Every Saturday I sold Catholic magazines. And I was stopped
by the British soldiers. And they searched me, (they search you), they saw the magazines.
They were not sure about it; they thought they were something subversive, so they
arrested me.
I was brought to local army fort where I was interrogated for 24 hours. My father came,
and because I was a minor I was released. A few weeks later, I was invited to an empty
apartment, quite close to where I lived, and it was under the guise of coming to watch a
film; and the film we were actually watching was propaganda films about how to use a
gun, I think about... like guns and pistols but we were sort of being recruited to join the
IRA.
A lot of young people were there in those days, and in some ways it was understandable
because you were being treated as a second class citizen …
After going to a couple of these meetings, I knew this was never for me; an Anglican nun
from London was invited to my school and there we found out about the charism of Chiara
Lubich and loving your neighbour and more importantly loving your enemy, and that to
me seemed to be a far more powerful weapon than any of the weapons that these people
were showing me to use.
Irene Jovaras (in English): Today, we’re here at Stranmills College at the conclusion of the
day entitled “Building Community Together”.
Here in Belfast, it is obvious the division between the churches. So, one of our missions or
aims is to facilitate to be catalysts for the building of relationships between people from
different church backgrounds, supporting initiatives that are going on in order to build
peace and reconciliation.
Stefania Tanesini (in Italian): We are now in the Shankill Road, in the heart of Protestant
Belfast. Behind me is one of the many memorials in this city to the innocent victims of this
conflict. A conflict that in the space of 30 years saw 3,000 people killed and 50,000
wounded.
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Shannan Kincaid: (in English): My family… my home was bombed when I was five years
old. Peace didn’t happen overnight but that did not define me as a person. So, coming
from a protestant background is a lot different than coming from a Catholic - just on our
religion but everything else about us is the same. I am a person like Marty here…
Martin McKiernan (in English): there are invisible walls which are psychological and which
are in people’s brain. You can take down all the peace walls but the hardest wall to get
through is going to be the 4mm wall that’s inside people’s skull!
And the whole idea is how we think about each other; how we treat each other.
Shannon and I’s generation seem to be the one tasked to try the breakthrough. There are
walls but they’re not insurmountable and they’re not unbreakable.
Stefania Tanesini (in English): How is it possible to have a friendship like yours, a Catholic
and a Protestant?
Shannan (in English): In our friendship I just don’t listen to him! (They laugh) we listen to
each other. We understand that our point of view isn’t the same. But we have a lot more
that unites us than divides us.
Marty (in English): I like her as a person ‘cause she’s funny and we get on and we have a
laugh. So, these challenges “how can a Catholic and a Protestant be friends” … of course
they can! Why wouldn’t they be?
Brian Rowan, journalist and author (in English): Someone said to me not long ago that
peace building is a 50-year process. So, if it is a 50-year process we’re not even halfway
there yet.
Our arguments now are about political matters, about how we address legacy matters but
my phone is not going at 4 o’clock in the morning to tell me that someone is dead or bomb
has gone off or someone’s been shot. That’s why I am optimistic.
3. Armoy, Northern Ireland: the courage to rebuild a community
Katarina: We met Gerry Burns, who lives in Armoy, a small village with just over one
thousand inhabitants to the north of Belfast. Here is his story.
(Music)
Gerry Burns (in English): When I was 18, the troubles started here in Northern Ireland in
1968 and over the years it got worse so the crossroads here represents a point between
the nationalists and the unionist community. The village is a mixed village but we became
separated.
So on the 5th of October 1994 between the IRA and the loyalists cease fires, we had a
meeting to decide that we wanted to do something to bring life back to the village.
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I got married in 1992 so I didn’t get married young. I knew Mary was very committed
At that time people had become tired of the violence and there was great international
help to try to get a solution. There was a new dawn appearing. On 5h October 1994 we
formed our community association.
And two politicians who weren’t been speaking to one another at the time-came to Mary
and suggested we buy a derelict building, vacant building, in the village.
For me it was very difficult because I was from this area and I didn’t know many people
from the protestant side because we had stayed separate. They had stayed separate, in
fact.
On Wed night-Thursday morning at 12.45 am we got a phone call from the police to say
that our office was on fire. The children here were young.
When I went down to my car outside the house here, the lights were on in my car which is
not normal. So- When I opened the door I had the thought that the car might be booby
trapped. And similarly when I switched on the engine I felt maybe the Car might explode.
We got a message from someone.
We had to try to finish the building but it knocked the enthusiasm out of it because we
didn’t have the support of the people.
Mary was very strong she continued the relationships with people, she continued to smile,
she continued to work. I think Mary undoubtedly took her strength from her involvement
with the Focolare and that also came through to me.
The first activity in the centre was the playgroup coming from the Protestant School over
into and it was rebranded Armoy cross community playgroup. Eventually who said they
would never use the centre started to use the centre.
But also a key activity has been our summer scheme. Northern Ireland for decades during
the (summer) season the 12 there is a festival, the 12 of July that has been a period of
tension and violence that that has got international coverage
And we decided to have a programme for young people for 2 weeks. For many of the
young people it is the only opportunity to get away because their parents were poor,
disadvantaged.
Undoubtedly the biggest thing in our centre is the café where people will go and get
something to eat - they will meet other people.
Paul McClean, Principal of Cross and Passion School (in English): in an ideal world our
young people would all be together all the time but this is not the case and while that is
not the case we have to create this dynamic- for the young people to come together so
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this centre does this incredibly well not just in the cross community play group. There are
many other events.
Mary McCracken, retired civil servant and trustee/Director of “Greenlight Gateway” (in
English): It is a really open and free space and not associated with any political
interference from anything to do with Northern Ireland in general.
Gerry Burns (in English): Mary died on 8th June 2011. Mary got her diagnosis of cancer.
It was a big, big shock to everybody, particularly to me. It was difficult, why not me?
Mary’s Funeral was a very big funeral. Many people came to the church who had never
been into a catholic church before and had I not met Mary I wouldn’t being doing what I
am doing and continue to do. We need to see that ordinary things can be extraordinary
for the people who are in need. And we have to do that without violence, without the
threat of guns. We need to be courageous.
Cyril: Thank you Gerry for having told us your story and for your courage! Thanks to all of
you who are committed in different ways to taking forward this peace process.
4. Cameroon – Fontem: pre-recorded greeting and photos
Cyril: At the moment there are many conflicts and wars going on in the world! We have
had very worrying news form Fontem in Cameroon. In this area there is one of the little
towns of the Focolare Movement, which is very special to all of us. Let’s hear the message
we received just a few hours ago from the people who live there.
Woman’s voice: Hello everyone from Fontem!
The socio-political instability in the English-speaking part of Cameroon came to a head in
November 2016, with public demonstrations, which were suppressed and then gradually
worsened.
After a succession of events, our College, like most other schools, was forced to close
completely in February this year.
Man's voice: In March, the violence also worsened here in Fontem, with a kidnapping and
an attack on a State delegation, in which one person died and some were injured. Since
then, the army's presence in Fontem has increased and almost all the population has fled
to seek refuge with relatives or friends in nearby villages or other towns.
The little town of Fontem, which has about 7,000 inhabitants, is almost empty and
deserted. All the shops are closed and public services have been interrupted. Our hospital,
Mary Health of Africa, is the only one functioning.
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Woman’s Voice: The road to Dschang - a city 40 km away where we go for essential
supplies and services - is either impassable or very dangerous. Despite this, some people,
who came to be of service in Fontem for a while, were able to leave.
Man's Voice: During Holy Week, we experienced difficult times together with about eighty
refugees staying in the Mariapolis Centre, because a battle took place right on the land
belonging to the little town.
We were not able to celebration the liturgies on either Holy Thursday or Good Friday.
Since Palm Sunday, it has been impossible to go to the parish church.
The fact that we were able to celebrate the Easter Vigil and Easter Sunday at the
Mariapolis Centre was a true gift of the Risen Lord.
Woman’s voice: Our bishop is working hard to help the many displaced persons in the
diocese. A few days after what happened, he made a dangerous journey to come and
bring us his support and encouragement, and food for our refugees, the hospital staff and
patients.
Man's voice: We have felt very much protected by Mary and continue to entrust ourselves
to Her. We are among the few who have stayed here, to witness that we believe in one
universal family and to serve in the hospital and help the refugees at the Mariapolis
Centre. Together with all of you, we continue to pray for the miracle of peace.
Cyril: Thank you very much! (Applause) We are with you and continue to pray with you
for the miracle of peace.
Katarina: We are truly with you!
5. Carvalhal de Vermilhas. Portugal: Youngsters bringing hope
Katarina: Now we are going to Portugal where the children in the Focolare, the Gen 4,
are in the front line in working for “a greener future”. In fact, planting a little tree in the
midst of a forest that has been burned down can be a sign of hope.
(In Portuguese)
Speaker: As many people know, last year there were some very dramatic forest fires in
Portugal that left large areas of land scarred. Our forests and villages burned and many
people died or were left homeless and without a livelihood. It was a time of great suffering
but also great solidarity in the country. Six months later the consequences of the fires are
still painfully visible and the wounds will take time to heal.
The Gen 4 decided to go to one of the villages where there was most damage, wanting to
bring some happiness to the people there. The idea was well received and the Gen 4
collaborated with New Humanity to organise the event. We booked coaches for adults and
children.
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(Song)
We spent the day at Carvalhal de Vermilhas, a village near Vouzela. We were welcomed
by the mayor and the Gen 4 gave him the cube of love.
Mayor: Can I have it?
Voice: Of course
Mayor: Is it for me?
Voice: It is a present.
Mayor: I will put it in my office. Every time I come to the Town Hall, I will throw the cube.
Voice: good.
Speaker: Then we walked towards a field where an oak tree that is over 100 years old was
burnt. The Gen 4 planted small oak saplings nearby that they had brought with them.
Nuno Neves, V.P. Montis (in Portuguese):
In that oak tree I see something that speaks of the strength of these people to go beyond
this scene. The oak is over two hundred and fifty years old and it has survived through
various fires. I am sure that it will survive this one too. Maybe it really does represent
these people’s strength: the strength they need to go forward, and create a greener
future.
Voice: A celebration!
Speaker: Later on we went to lunch and had a great time with some people from the
village. The Gen4 sang and one of the adults played the guitar. But through mutual love
the villagers wanted to give us something too. The local dance group performed some
traditional dances: there was no doubt that it was an important day not only for those
who live in Vouzela but also for all of us.
6. The Mariapolis in Ephesus, Turkey, from Mary’s house
Katarina: As you know, our conference call is not a TV broadcast, or just reports with
stories from around the world. It seeks to be a time when this big family connected with
the Focolare and spread throughout the world meets up.
We should have with us on the phone people in Turkey who are starting their
Mariapolis: people of all ages and backgrounds who are meeting to spend time together
putting the Gospel, and mutual love, into practice.
Are you there? Where are you? Can you hear?
Ersen Buyukakincak: We send our greetings from Ephesus, in Turkey. We are standing in
front of the house which, according to tradition, was the place Mary lived with St John for
the last years of her life. It is 2 Km from the ruins of the church where the Council of
Ephesus recognised Mary as Theotokos, Mother of God.
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Nuran Çeker: Last evening, in this very place, we started our Mariapolis, in which we will
understand more about Mary. There are about 60 of us, from different places in Turkey
and various Christian churches. We feel that we have come here in the name of the whole
Movement in the world, to give ourselves to Mary and so that she can teach us how to
give Jesus to all those we meet.
Nuran and Ersen: Greetings to you all!
Everyone: Ciao!!! (Applause)
Katarina: Wonderful! You have taken us with you into Mary’s house! Thank you!
Cyril: On the subject of various churches meeting one another, the World Council of
Churches is celebrating its 70th anniversary. A special event was held in Geneva dedicated
to Chiara Lubich at which Jesús Morán spoke.

7. Remembering Tommaso Sorgi
Katarina: In a large family like ours, there are those who are born, those who celebrate
and … those who leave us.
A few days ago, Tommaso Sorgi died. He was one of the first married focolarini
and he lived a very long life. He was a politician who was elected on several occasions as a
member of the Italian Parliament. He was the one who established and directed the Igino
Giordani Centre for a number of years. Let’s hear from Tommaso about his experience in
the Mariapolis at Fiera di Primiero at the end of the 1950’s.
Tommaso Sorgi1: In the first Mariapolis at Fiera di Primiero, one evening – it might have
been the third or fourth evening – Claudio Casoli, who was with me, said, “Thomas, here in
the Mariapolis we are following your progress”. “Oh really! And what progress have you
seen?” I asked. “The first day you were the Honourable Sorgi, the second day you were
Professor Sorgi and on the third day you washed the dishes”. I said to Claudio, “There was
yet another stage on the journey this morning”. “What was it?”
The fact was that I had an electric razor… a very rare thing in those days. In the
focolare where I was staying they all asked me if they could borrow it to use themselves.
One of them was from Czechoslovakia and he had a bad cut here and he asked me to lend
him the electric razor. I went through a moment of – how can I put it – not accepting this,
really. “I mean, that after being used on that face, I’ll be using it on mine?” However, they
had taught me – and I was already learning – that what you do to your brother you do to
Jesus. So I said, “I will lend this razor to Jesus”. That razor was my salvation because … one
of the others, one morning, … asked “What’s your name? Aren’t you the one with the

1

Interview made on 18th June 2008
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electric razor?” That really shocked me. I had to jump spiritually like an acrobat. “Don’t I
even have a name now?” But I understood straightaway that it was just the right thing …
to help me start being new.
Cyril: The Igino Giordani Centre is run by Alberto Lo Presti who is here with us. Alberto,
we know that Tommaso Sorgi was a very important person. Can you tell us something
about his work in politics?
Alberto Lo Presti: It is enough to recall that he was involved in politics from 1946 to 1972,
starting as a local councillor, then deputy mayor, then a regional councillor and then he
spent 20 years in Parliament as a member of the Christian Democrat Party. He was also
President of United Hospitals in Teramo. However, aside from his official curriculum vitae
many remember him for his capacity to help the weakest in society, those who were
disabled or unemployed, those who needed safeguarding and protection. He was invited
to the Mariapolis by Igino Giordani, but indirectly, not personally but through someone
else. What happened there was the most beautiful and important thing in his life: his full
adhesion to Chiara and the Focolare Movement. He became a married focolarino. Then in
1985 Chiara asked him to come to the Centre, both for the Igino Giordani Centre and to
support the New Humanity Movement and the Movement for Politics and Policy for
Unity. He is someone we need to rediscover and let’s hope we can do that soon.
Cyril: Thanks Alberto! (Applause)
8. Castel Gandolfo, Italy: Brothers and sisters beyond dialogue
Katarina: Building one family among all people in the world. For many years now there
has been a deep dialogue of life between Muslim and Christian communities in many
parts of the world. A few days ago representatives from these groups came to Castel
Gandolfo and we interviewed them. Let’s hear what they said.
(Music)
Speaker: It was to say the least an unusual meeting. 400 people from 23 countries,
Christians and Muslims of different schools and traditions that are often in contrast with
one another. All were convinced of the need to journey together towards peace and a true
sense of family. Chiara Lubich began this dialogue over 50 years ago, a dialogue that built
bridges and opened pathways of brother-and-sisterhood between Muslims and Christians
in many parts of the world. It has created a depth of fraternity that goes beyond simple
dialogue and a shared responsibility to proclaim hope.
Amer El Hafi, Jordan (in Arabic): Chiara’s spirituality began during the Second World War.
Now, more than ever, at a time when there are conflicts and wars, we need a spirituality
that goes beyond the borders of nations, nationalisms and ethnic conflicts, to respect each
and every person, a spirituality that tells you that in every person there is something that
comes from God.
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Jabbar Koubaisy, Secretary, Muslim League in Poland (in Polish): Chiara is a source of hope
for us. She gave us the strength to journey together. The word we always say is
“together”. Chiara opened up an incredible world before us, Muslims and Catholics.
Ali Hüseyin Rüstem, Turkey (in Arabic): My father was from Syria and my mother from Iran
and I was born in Pakistan, but am a Turkish national. I am a foreigner for Arabs because I
am Persian, and for the Persians because I am an Arab. The Turks never accepted me as
Turkish. I never felt this in the Focolare. They never asked me about my past: what do you
think, how do you pray, what do you believe? They gave me love, without limits, without
conditions. So I felt that this is like my country; I mean my home.
Speaker: Aside from the main programme, many went to Chiara’s house, to pay their
respects.
Zakiyyah Sabir, USA (in English): So I think that the best way to do that is to love one
another. Keep it simple, you know it is just about finding ways to show that you love and
care for one another. That’s one thing that I honestly, I didn't expect 100% to have such a
parallel with experience that was so dear to my heart which was my Hajj and is the idea
like Chiara …..
Mona Jawad, Lebanon (in Arabic): Chiara’s house means a lot to me because it is an
example of the spirituality Chiara lived and shows how broad her horizons were.
Mohamed Guerfi, Imam of Verona, Italia (in Italian): Chiara put into practice the verse
which says; O people! We created you from a male and a female, and made you races and
tribes, that you may know one another.” In fact, Chiara travelled the world to make her
Ideal known, seeking to build up universal fraternity and I think that every day, even
though she is no longer with us, we have found her all together.
Tariq Najee-ullah, USA (in English): I studied at Georgetown University (…), researching
and learning about Chiara Lubich, her relationship with Imam Mohammed (…). I’ve been
to the homes or the sites of prophets and (…) what we consider places of saints (…),
there’s a very special feeling. (…) I experienced that when I went to the house of Chiara
Lubich. (…) it makes me cherish the relationship that Imam Mohammed had with her, and
be committed to a future preserving the meaning of that relationship.
Diana El Zei, Lebanon (in Arabic): Chiara became part of my life. I turn to her when the
world is ugly and there are killings, death and blood… She is a model, an ideal, an angel, a
book that I open from time to time; she is a word in my head, something in my heart; she
is all of this.
Mohamed Sahnouni, Algeria (in Arabic): I discovered that this person is special and did so
much good in this world to unite Muslims and non-Muslims and Christians around love,
cooperation and unity, to make a better society.
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Fatima Suma, Macedonia (in Croatian): Chiara was like a mother to me, who taught me
how to love with love, with people of various ethnicities, with much love and we try to live
like that in our family, giving love and, step by step, following her.
Aziz Shehu, Professor of Education Studies, Macedonia, (in Croatian): For me as Professor
of Education at the University of Skopje, Chiara brought about the greatest change in my
life. I heard about education in fellowship and saw that it is a complete turnaround in
education and tried to put it into practice.
Talib Shareef, Imam Nation’s Mosque Washington, USA (in English): These concepts of
love are very precious and I’m awakened now, and as an Imam (…) travelling around the
world with many meetings with Muslim leaders and Imams I will try to spread that more
because many of them don’t understand it the way Chiara explained it, which is really
Islamic concepts, and they’re universal concepts which means they are concepts for all
people regardless of your race, ethnicity, nationality or religion.
Dr Mohammad Ali Shomali, Director, Islamic Centre, London, Great Britain (in English):
After almost two decades of observing Focolare friends closely (…), I have come to the
conclusion that (…) God gifted (…) Chiara Lubich, a type of spirituality which is a new
model for all humanity, (…) a new way of spirituality which is communal; which takes into
account realities of life, at the same time, it’s very loyal to theology and to deep
ontological questions that we as Christians, as Muslims, as Jews and all believers in God
share, and I think that the more we move forward the more we would appreciate this gift.
9. Chiara Lubich: for a universal family:
Cyril: Dr Shomali’s words are perhaps the best introduction to Chiara’s message this
time and that we will hear now. Chiara was in the United States in the year 2,000 at the
Convention of Muslims and Christians in Washington, and she explained the deep and
universal roots of universal fraternity. Beside her was Imam W D Mohammed, the leader
of the Muslim American Society.
Chiara Lubich (With consecutive translation into English) … So we can see that people of
different faiths have many beliefs and attitudes in common.
But I am convinced that if we want to work for universal brotherhood – which I
would invite everyone here to do - we must focus first of all on what is called the “Golden
Rule,” which is common to almost all religions. It says, “Do to others what you would have
them do to you” (Lk. 6:31). It tells us in other words to love our neighbour. Love! It tells us
all. (Applause) Love everyone without distinction, just as God does. Without
discriminating.
Don’t make distinctions between the people of your own country and foreigners, or
between Americans and Europeans, or Africans and Asians; or between Jews and Muslims,
or Christians and Hindus. Don’t make distinctions. Love everyone!
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Love the other person as yourself. Love, not with words, but with deeds.
And the Golden Rule also tells us: imagine how the world could be if the Golden
Rule were put into practice not only between individuals, but also between ethnic groups,
peoples and nations. If everyone loved the other’s country as their own.
We have started to do this. We must be first in loving, as God is: not waiting for
someone else to make the first move and to love us, but taking the initiative ourselves.
If others love this way, along with us, then the love among us will be mutual. And
this is the sure foundation for the unity of the world. And this is a force capable of bringing
together the universal human family, and rendering the relationships between individuals,
groups and peoples strong enough to overcome whatever divisions and barriers may arise.
And today, thanks to people of various religions who have been trying to love in this way,
in almost all the nations of the world there are persons of all ages resolutely doing all they
can to be a new people, and to bring the whole world together as one family. (Applause)
I would like to conclude by inviting all of us here present, even the little children, to
continue to move forward together in this peaceful march toward unity. May our love
continue to bring people together in unity as it has us Christians and Muslims today.
Today we are not we and you, we are “we”. (Applause)… And may our mutual love,
wherever we are, give life to a new world renewed by love, a world in which all people
recognize one another as sisters and brothers, children of the same Father. (Applause)2
10. Dialogue with Maria Voce (Emmaus) and Jesús Moran
Cyril: We have just heard Chiara’s words “… that our mutual love is what helps bring
about a new world everywhere”. Emmaus and Jesus, you have just returned from a long
journey to meet some of the members of our very large family. A long journey to Taiwan,
Beijing, Macao, Hong Kong. Why did you go and how was it?
Emmaus: Yes, it was long. We spent four weeks there and went from one city to another
and met people who are part of our family. We went for them, because we knew they
were there and wanted to get to know them, and they wanted to get to know us and the
family in the whole world. We saw during this journey, between one place and another,
about one thousand people out of the billion and a half that is the Chinese population.
You understand that if we want to make the whole world the family of God’s children, we
have plenty to do! But there they are and they are our own people, part of our family,
and they too together with us are living mutual love to build up universal fraternity with
everyone.
This was a first impression.

Extracts from the talk on: "A spirituality of unity for harmonious living in the human family” given at
the "Faith Communities Together" Convention, Washington D.C., 12 November 2000.
2
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Jesùs: Of course we wanted to get to know this great nation; this great civilisation which
we know plays a key role in the geopolitical harmony of the world, at a time of
globalisation, and get to know its culture. We were very enriched by all that we saw and
found. China is a country travelling at 400 Km an hour, like the train linking Shanghai
airport with the city centre, a journey of 6 minutes at 400 Km an hour. China is like that, a
civilisation travelling at that speed, so there is the greatest modernization which has to
reckon with a great civilisation that has thousands of years of history. It’s a place where –
and we saw this – people of different religions, different Christian traditions and people
who do not have religious faith live side by side. This too was something we wanted to
experience at first hand. It was a very beautiful experience.
Katarina: What was your impression from these meetings, of this journey?
Jesús: What Emmaus started saying, that we saw this great family of the Movement there
in China. Little by little, as it grows at the grass roots in different cities, there are many
local communities spread around, it is starting to be a ferment of unity, a ferment of
fellowship in many different ways. So they build bridges, they build dialogue with
everyone. It is striking to see that they are people deeply rooted in Chiara Lubich’s Ideal
and who are profoundly Chinese; they live it as Chinese people. This is very beautiful.
So the first impression you have is that our great family there in China wants to
and does make a contribution in enabling this great value of Chinese culture to grow,
which is harmony.
Cyril: Emmaus, then you came back here. What has stayed with you from this journey?
Emmaus: We had a wonderful impression of this people; it is a young people, there are
young people everywhere, which shows great promise for the future. They are very
committed, you see them all at work, working; everywhere you see so many of them at
work. Everyone is doing something particular and doing it well right to the end.
At the same time, you have the impression of a people thirsting for the
supernatural, with a great thirst for what is sacred, for spirituality, and this is seen in the
devotion with which they go to their temples, but we also saw it in the number of adults
seeking baptism. We were at the Easter Mass in the cathedral of the city we were in at
the time and we saw a queue of catechumens waiting to go into the church to be
baptised.
We saw too and were impressed by the thirst for good relationships, true
relationships that they have among themselves. So for example we met a young man who
told us his experience. He had found a very good and well paid job, but it took up his
whole life; he had no time for socialising, or finding a way to start a family, or time to
spend with his friends. So he said, “No, this is not for me”. He left that job and is working
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as a cook to be more available to others, to do something for others and build up these
genuine relationships.
We came back with great hope in this fraternity that they too are building with us.
We felt that, despite the fact that it is such a huge people, a huge nation, where there is
so much to do, you would say they have enough on their hands, they don’t have enough
because the ideal guiding us is an ideal that is even greater. It is “may they all be one”.
Therefore, for hearts that are open to the ut omnes, and they are like us in this, because
we belong to the same family; for hearts open to “may they all be one”, even a billion and
a half is not enough, because we want to reach everyone. And they want to do that with
us. So there is a great openness on our part and on theirs. There was great joy and
gratitude for all the love they showered on us.
Cyril: Thank you!
Katarina: Thanks! Thanks Jesús! (Applause)
11. Conclusion
Katarina: We have come to the conclusion. Thanks to everyone who has contributed to
this conference call. We remind you that tomorrow3 you can review the link up on the
Collegamento CH website and download the individual stories.
Cyril: We heard that 50 married focolarini from different countries in Asia are following
the link up in Tagaytay. Greetings to you! And there are 160 people from 8 nations in
South Eastern Europe meeting in the Czech Republic.
We take this opportunity to thank you for the financial contributions that have
come in recent weeks to support the link up. Our next appointment is on 16th June at
20.00 Italian time.
Bye everyone!
Katarina: Ciao! (Applause)

3

Lapsus: it is possible to see the link up again about two hours after the live broadcast and some of the individual
reports are available at the same time.
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